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Introduction
Osteoid osteoma (OO) is a common bone tumor, representing approximately 10% of all benign skeletal lesions, that involves progressively worsening pain [1] . Although OO is benign and spontaneous remission occasionally occurs, an intervention for definitive relief of pain is sometimes required [2] . Among others techniques [3] , radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is a minimally invasive technique which allows thermal destruction of the OO [4] [5] [6] . The most common location of OO is in the long bones [5] . Most OOs are cortical and macroscopically consist of a nidus of active bone surrounded by a reactive zone. The nidus, usually 5-10 mm in diameter [2] , is the actual tumor, and hence the target of the RFA. The reactive zone of a cortical OO is partially surrounded by the cortex (cortical bone) while the rest is enclosed by trabecular bone (Figure 1 ). It has been suggested that the presence of cortical bone during RFA could play the role of a thermal insulator and hence grant protection to the adjacent soft tissues [7] [8] [9] . We have already observed this performance in a previous modeling study [10] , which could be explained by the lower electrical conductivity of the cortical bone than the surrounding tissues.
The reactive zone is histologically characterized by very dense reactive sclerotic bone [1] and can in fact be radiographically observed as a cortical thickening. For these reasons, and even though there are no experimental data available on electrical and thermal characteristics of the reactive zone, one could assume that its characteristics could somehow be similar to those of cortical bone. With all these issues in mind, we hypothesized that the reactive zone could also play an important role as thermal insulation during RFA of a cortical OO. As a detailed assessment of this issue has not been carried out to date, our aim was to build computer models to study the temperature distributions during RFA in the tissues involved in a cortical OO, with a special focus 4 on assessing the possible insulating effect of the reactive zone and identifying the factors involved. Computer modeling technique is a methodological approach broadly employed to study the impact of factors on temperature distributions during RF heating of biological tissues [11] .
Materials and methods

Physical situation
We considered a spherical nidus surrounded by a reactive zone, more or less next to the cortex of a long bone. Access to the OO to conduct an ablation is not a straightforward task. Firstly, a biopsy trochar is advanced under image guidance to the cortex (cortical layer). Then, the cortex is drilled to within 1 mm or less of the tumor [6] . The RF applicator, which includes a metallic electrode on its distal part, is introduced into the nidus through the drill hole [12] (Figure 1a ). The result of this approach is a physical arrangement as sketched in Figure 1b , in which the RF applicator passes through the cortical bone, and is exactly the physical situation modeled in this study. We considered a non-cooled tip needle-like electrode with 17G diameter and a 5 mm exposed tip (including a sharp zone 1 mm long). Figure 1b shows the geometry of the cortical OO model, consisting of a nidus (10 mm diameter) enclosed by a reactive zone of variable thickness (2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 mm). We considered two relative positions of the OO and the cortical bone layer, as shown in Figure 2 (Positions 1 and 2). Both positions are relevant because they represent the two limits between which the cortical OO can be located in relation to the cortical bone layer, which was assumed to be 1.5 mm thick. Position 2 represents a case in which the presence of the OO has caused a periosteal reaction, i.e. an elevation of the periosteum from the cortex [13] . The model includes muscle beyond this layer. Likewise, we defined three relevant directions in which temperature profiles were computed: -45º, 0º
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and 45º (all with the origin at the midpoint of the electrode surface). In this way three points (T 45 , T 0 and T -45 ) were defined to assess the temperature beyond the reactive zone and composed the intersection points between these directions and the outer layer of the reactive zone.
Figure 2
Relative positions of the OO and the cortical bone layer. We defined three directions in which temperature profiles were computed: -45º, 0º and 45º
(origin at the midpoint of the electrode surface). Note that in Position 2, the 45º direction, has muscle tissue outside the reactive zone, while 0º and -45º
have trabecular muscle. The intersection points between these directions and the outer layer of the reactive zone defined three locations at which the temperature was assessed (T 45 , T 0 and T -45 ).
Governing equations, numerical method and boundary conditions
The model was based on a coupled electric-thermal problem in which the governing equation for the thermal problem was the bioheat equation, which was modified by the enthalpy method to take into account the vaporization phenomenon in the tissues [14] :
where ρ is tissue density, h enthalpy, k thermal conductivity, T temperature and t time.
q RF refers to the heat source from RF power, Q p refers to the blood perfusion heat and Q met refers to the metabolic heat, which is negligible in RFA. For biological tissues enthalpy is related to tissue temperature by the following expression [14] : where ρ i and c i are density and specific heat of tissue respectively at temperatures below 100ºC (i=l) and at temperatures above 100ºC (i=g), h fg is the product of water latent heat of vaporization and water density at 100ºC, and C is tissue water content inside the tissue. The blood perfusion heat Q p is computed from:
where ρ b is density of blood, c b specific heat of blood, T b blood temperature (37ºC), ω i perfusion coefficient of the tissue i, and β is a coefficient which took the values of 0 and 1, according to the value of the temperature reached: β =0 for T ≥ 50ºC, and β = 1 for T < 50ºC. Although some models included a slight increase in blood perfusion flow with initial temperature elevation [15] , it has been demonstrated that the most important effect is the ceasing/decreasing due to the thermal coagulation.
The heat source q RF is the distributed heat source due to the Joule effect (loss) which is given by:
where σ (S/m) is electrical conductivity at 500 kHz, and |E| the magnitude of the vector electric field (V/m), which is given by E = −∇V. The Laplace equation governs the conductive media, and allows voltage V to be calculated:
At RF frequencies (≈500 kHz) and over the distance of interest, the biological medium can be considered almost totally resistive and a quasi-static approach is therefore possible to solve the electrical problem [16] .
The coupled electrical-thermal problem was numerically solved using COMSOL Multiphysics (Comsol, Burlington, MA, USA). We performed convergence tests to determine the adequate size of domain limits, and spatial and temporal resolution.
Spatial resolution was achieved by refining the mesh so that the maximum temperature reached in the tissue after 300 s (T max ) was within 0.5% of the value obtained from the previous refinement step. When an adequate spatial resolution was achieved, we decreased the time step until T max was within 0.5% of the value obtained from the previous time step.
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There are several protocols for delivering electrical power in RFA of OO. In general, a constant temperature mode is clinically used with a target temperature of 90ºC and duration ranging from 240 s [4, [17] [18] [19] to 360 s [20] . We considered this same mode with a target temperature of 90°C and duration of 300 s. To implement the constant temperature mode we used the same approach as in [21] , in which the authors considered a dynamic system for control purposes. The input variable of the system was the voltage applied to the electrode (V e ) and the output variable was the temperature measured at the tip of the electrode (T e ). There are different ways of controlling tip temperature, such as PID, adaptive, neural network prediction and fuzzy logic control [21] . We considered a proportional-integral (PI), which is defined by the parameters K p and K i , with values of 1.15 and 0.06, respectively.
Electrical boundary conditions were: zero current density at the axis, zero voltage at the lower limit (to mimic the dispersive electrode) and voltage at the active electrode.
Initial temperature and the temperature for the surfaces away from the active electrode were assumed to be 37ºC. Table 1 shows the values of the physical characteristics of the materials used in the model [22, 23] . The thermal conductivity and specific heat of cortical bone and muscle were taken from a previous sensitivity analysis [10] . A change in σ with temperature was considered of +1.5 %/°C (with an abrupt drop when temperature reaches 100°C)
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and also a change in k with temperature of +0.003 K -1 (with a constant value above 100ºC) for the tissues [24] . The internal tissue water content (C in Eq. 2) was assumed to be 68% [25] .
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As far as we can ascertain, there are no data available on the electrical and thermal characteristics of the nidus and the reactive zone. Most of the physical data on tumor tissue is taken from human and animal models of breast carcinoma [26] [27] [28] . In this study, electrical conductivity (σ) of both tissues was considered to be within reasonable ranges, and computer simulations were conducted to assess the sensitivity of each parameter.
To be more precise, since the nidus is composed of vascularized connective tissue [29] , we assumed that its electric conductivity (σ n ) would not be very different from that measured in human breast carcinoma (within 0.08 S/m and 0.5 S/m, see [28] ).
We considered σ n values of 0.08, 0.22, 0.36 and 0.50 S/m.
The reactive zone corresponds histologically with a very dense reactive sclerotic bone [1] , so that we can assume a value of σ rz within these limits coinciding with the σ of cortical and trabecular bone, i.e. 0.02 S/m and 0.087 S/m, respectively. In this way we are really modeling the different degrees of osteosclerosis associated with the reactive zone. We considered 0.02, 0.042, 0.065 and 0.087 S/m as σ rz values. The thermal characteristics of the reactive zone were assumed to be identical to those of cortical bone. Rossmanna and Haemmerich [26] reviewed the thermal properties of adenocarcinoma in the human breast and we took these values for the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of the nidus.
The indicator for heat-sink strength by blood perfusion is the blood perfusion rate (m), usually expressed in mL/min/100 g [30] . In order to consider this parameter in Eq.
(3), the perfusion coefficient (ω i ) must be computed. (see Table 1 ). In contrast, since the nidus is a well vascularized tissue [29] 
Outcomes
The only target of the RFA is the nidus and not the surrounding tissue. The situation is not critical if the adjacent tissue is reactive bone. On the other hand, when there is not a sufficient degree of sclerosis soft tissues such as vessels and nerves can suffer thermal 11 injury. For this reason, and also to broadly assess the insulating role of the reactive zone, we studied the maximum temperature reached at the outer boundary of the reactive zone, and in particular, in two very dissimilar areas: muscle (45º direction, see Figure 2 ) and trabecular bone (directions 0º and -45º, see Figure 2 ). We also studied other variables involved in RFA, such as impedance and the distributed heat source (q RF ), which could provide a physical explanation of the computer results. The 50ºC
isotherm was used to represent the thermal lesion contour.
Results
The appropriate size of the model domains limits was a width of 21.5 mm and a height of 33 mm. The models had around 8,000 triangular elements and a time step of 0.01 s was used for each simulation.
Effect of perfusion coefficient and electrical conductivity
In the first set of simulations we considered an OO in Position 2 with a reactive zone 5 mm thick. We analyzed the maximum temperatures reached at the outer boundary of the reactive zone, in particular at the interface with the trabecular bone (T 0 ) and muscle (T 45 ). In these simulations a sensitivity analysis was conducted by simultaneously varying the electrical conductivity and perfusion coefficient of the nidus and reactive zone. As shown in Figure 3 , temperatures at the reactive zone-trabecular bone (T 0 ) were slightly higher (around 1−2ºC) than at the interface reactive zone-muscle (T 45 ). Overall, the perfusion coefficients of nidus and reactive zone did not appear to have an influence on the temperatures reached at the outer limit of the reactive zone (Figure 3a and b) .
In contrast, the effect of σ n and σ rz was important, and surprisingly, was the opposite in each, i.e. while an increase in σ n involved an increase in both T 0 and T 45 , an increase 12 in σ rz involved a decrease. Both T 0 and T 45 varied by around 5ºC when σ n and σ rz were varied. Once more, temperatures at the outer layer of the reactive zone on the trabecular bone side (T 0 ) were 1−2ºC higher than on the muscle side (T 45 ). We then calculated and plotted the mean value of the 64 simulations. The maximum value of the difference with respect to the mean value was also plotted 13 as a dispersion bar. These simulations were conducted with the OO in Position 2 (see Figure 2) .
In order to check that the behavior shown in Figure 3(c and d) is not due to the entire parameter being changed simultaneously, in Figure 4 we plotted the change of temperature profile along the 0º direction with the change in σ rz (keeping σ n constant with a mean value of 0.29 S/m) and with the change in σ n (for a mean value of σ rz of 0.0535 S/m). Temperature profiles (at 300 s) computed in the 0º direction (see Figure 2 ) for different electrical conductivity values of the reactive zone (a) and nidus (b). The 50ºC line represents the thermal lesion contour. These simulations were conducted with the OO in Position 2 (see Figure 2 ).
To determine the reasons for the different behavior of the nidus and reactive zone in terms of electrical conductivity, we analyzed the spatial distribution of the resistive heating q RF at end of ablation (300 s). Figure 5 shows q RF distribution of the tissues involved for different values of σ n and σ rz . As can be expected, q RF drops drastically around the electrode. The differences of q RF in the nidus when σ n and σ rz vary do not seem to be relevant; however there are interesting differences in the reactive zone. The differences shown in Figure 5a are in agreement with the temperature profiles seen in Figure 4a : An increase in σ rz implies a decrease in q RF (and consequently in temperature). The differences in Figure 5b are rather more subtle and cannot be explained so easily. Figure 7 shows the temperature distributions at the end of RFA and the thermal lesion contour evolution for different RZ thicknesses. These simulations were conducted with OO in Position 1 (see Figure 2) . The results show that RZ thickness has little effect on the temperature distributions across the mathematical domain, regardless of tissue type.
Effect of reactive zone (RZ) thickness
Obviously, the thinner the reactive zone, the faster the thermal lesion contour reaches the area beyond it. Also, the thermal lesion enlarges almost homogeneously, i.e. growth is identical regardless of direction (α). These simulations were conducted with the OO in Position 1 (see Figure 2) . Table 2 and Figure 8 show the electrical impedance (Ω) recorded at the start of RFA for different RZ thicknesses and electrical conductivity (σ rz ). Note that the effect of RZ thickness is especially important when σ rz is very low, which is found when there is a high degree of osteosclerosis (reactive zone with characteristics similar to cortical bone). For medium and high σ rz values, the thickness has very little effect on impedance. Table 3 shows the electrical impedance for different RZ thickness and electrical conductivity in the nidus (σ n ). 
Effect of presence of the reactive zone
Although a marked reactive sclerosis is commonly found around the nidus, some lesions may have little or no reactive sclerosis [33] , which led us to conduct computer simulations without a reactive zone, considering the mean values of σ n and σ rz (0.29 and 0.0535 S/m, respectively). Figure 9 shows the temperature profiles at the end of RFA for different RZ thicknesses and with no RZ. In the latter case, since we were modeling Position 1, the nidus is in direct contact with the trabecular bone. Note that the case with no RZ in Position 2 is fictitious, since a bone layer has to necessarily surround the nidus.
Figure 9
Temperature profiles (at 300 s) computed in 0º direction (see Figure 2) for different RZ thicknesses. The case without a reactive zone is also plotted (solid line). The 50ºC line represents the thermal lesion contour. All simulations were conducted with OO in Position 1 (see Figure 2 ). Figure 9 suggests that the presence of a reactive zone drastically reduces the maximum temperature reached in the trabecular bone. The drop in the maximum temperature is proportional to RZ thickness: from 68ºC when it is absent to 44ºC at a thickness of 7.5 mm. However, surprisingly, the presence of a reactive zone around the nidus involves an augment in the temperature profiles (see Fig. 9 ). This difference may be up to ≈5ºC between the absence of an RZ and a thickness of 7.5mm. From this it would seem that the reactive zone does not itself provide an insulating effect.
Initial impedance in the absence of a reactive zone was ≈45 Ω lower than an RZ thickness of 2.5 mm: 656.8 Ω, 330.7 Ω, 265.2 Ω, and 237.1 Ω, for σ n of 0.08, 0.22, 0.36 and 0.5 S/m, respectively.
Discussion
We conducted computer simulations aimed at assessing the electrical and thermal performance of the reactive zone during RFA of a cortical OO. In this assessment we assumed that the electrical conductivity of the reactive zone depends on the degree of osteosclerosis of the RZ: from 0.02 S/m for severe osteosclerosis to 0.087 S/m for mild.
We also analyzed the effect of blood perfusion in the nidus and reactive zone on the temperature reached beyond the RZ. Although tissue perfusion is known to be a crucial parameter in determining lesion size during RFA, we did not find this parameter to have a strong effect on the temperature reached in the RZ outer layer, which could be explained by the relatively narrow range of values considered for nidus perfusion
On the other hand, we did find the effect of the electrical conductivity of nidus and reactive zone to be considerable. To account for these results, we first considered an analytical model of the distributed heat q RF , which is a key factor in the temperature increase. Although the geometry considered here is too complex to allow an analytical mathematical expression of q RF , it can be assumed that when a voltage constant V e is applied, q RF is somehow proportional to V e 2 , and also proportional to the electrical conductivity of the tissue (σ). It is also evident that an increase in σ implies a decrease in the measured electrical impedance (Z). In our study, we observed that the change from the minimum to maximum value of either σ n or σ rz reduced Z by about 50% (see Table 2 and 3).
We can also assume that in order to keep the electrode tip temperature constant, a variation in Z will imply a variation in V e . The power required to keep the temperature on target is V e 2 /Z. Hence, a decrease in Z (due to increased σ) should imply a drop in V e in order to balance the required power (see Figure 6 ). Unlike the relation between σ and Z (which is more or less constant at 50%), the relation between Z and V e depends on the tissue type, as can be seen in Figure 6 . While an increase in σ rz drastically reduces V e (see Figure 6a) , the change in V e is minor when σ n is changed (see Figure 6b ). This could explain the distribution of q RF in the reactive zone (see Figure 5 ), since an increase in σ rz considerably reduces the applied voltage, which implies that V e 2 ×σ rz will be globally reduced in the reactive zone, as shown in Figure 5a . On the other hand, an increase in σ n does not seriously reduce V e (see Figure 6a) , and consequently the product V e 2 ×σ rz will probably be more affected by σ rz than V e , i.e. the increase in σ rz could be mainly responsible for the increase in q RF in the reactive zone shown in Figure   5b . This could be the explanation for the higher temperature in the reactive zone when σ rz is raised (see Figure 4b) . Additionally, the temperature increase in the reactive zone also induces higher σ rz , which further contributes to increasing q RF .
In any case, this explanation is based on the simplification that q RF in each tissue is proportional to V e 2 ×σ rz , V e being the total applied voltage. The real situation of the model is probably more complex in terms of geometry (note that the electrode has a cylindrical central part but a sharp distal part) and the phenomena involved (thermal conduction has been ignored in this theoretical explanation).
The effect of RZ thickness was also analyzed. As expected, the results suggest that the thicker the reactive zone, the lower the temperature outside it. In the limiting case of RZ absent, the temperature at the outer limit of the nidus reaches 68ºC, as opposed to 44ºC at the outer limit of a 7.5 mm thick RZ. Surprisingly, increasing RZ thickness 22 involved a slight increase in the temperature profiles. This could be explained in the same way as the changes in σ rz , i.e. since the increased thickness implies an increase in Z (see Table 2 ), this could bring about much higher V e (similar to what happened when reducing σ rz , see Figure 6a ), and consequently an increase in q RF in the reactive zone, which would be responsible for the higher temperature observed predominantly in this zone (see Figure 9 ).
In short, the computer results confirm that the presence of a reactive zone minimizes the thermal lesion contour in tissues beyond the reactive zone. This is reasonable: the key is to take away the point that must not be thermally damaged. However, what is surprising is the temperature increase at the boundary of the reactive zone, when this zone is less electrically conductive, as the opposite effect could be expected, i.e. more protective effect in a less conductive zone. Besides the possible explanation for this performance given above, we also believe it could be due to the fact that σ rz is much smaller than σ n . However, we conducted additional computer simulations with similar values for σ rz and σ n , and the results confirmed the general performance described: in an arrangement with two tissues (internal and external), temperature increases when electrical conductivity of the external tissue is reduced and decreases when electrical conductivity of the internal tissue is reduced.
Although the computer results can be explained thus, we should not forget the physical significance of having reactive zones with different σ rz values. If a RZ such as that defined in the theoretical model has a high σ rz value, it probably means that its properties are similar to those of trabecular bone, and is therefore a less reactive zone and could possibly be considered as trabecular bone. This could have the following clinical implication: although our results suggest that an increase in σ rz implies a decrease in the temperature in the outer reactive zone, i.e. a protective effect, the truth is that the area with a high σ rz value represents a zone with a low degree of osteosclerosis and hence should be more thermally protected than another zone with a low σ rz value.
The number of experimental studies reporting lesion sizes after RFA of OO that we could find was very limited. Furthermore, there are no experimental studies on the effect of the reactive zone characteristics on the thermal lesion. In spite of this, the computed lesion diameters in this study (1.8-2.4 cm) were in agreement with the value of 1.85 cm reported in [9] for an electrode and ablation protocol similar to our model.
We believe this to be the first computer modeling on RFA in OO. Its main limitation is probably the lack of an accurate experimental validation. Unfortunately, no previous data on temperature mapping around the OO during RFA are available for validation purpose. It also seems somewhat complex to carry out experiments in which the thickness and electrical conductivity of the reactive zone are kept under control. We suggest that future studies could use image techniques to accurately assess the geometry of the reactive zone, and even to try to infer its characteristics from the degree of osteosclerosis derived from the images.
Conclusions
The computer results suggest that the reactive zone plays the role of insulator in terms of reducing the temperature beyond it. However, they also showed an unexpected relationship between the electrical conductivity of the reactive zone, which could be related to its degree of osteosclerosis, and the ability to thermally protect the tissues beyond.
